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Noblestar Systems Case Studies
Each case study case study has the same structure:

• Overview of the case study
• The business problem that the Palm™ solution addresses
• The old workflow
• The new workflow
• The business benefits of the Palm™ solution
• One-slide overview of the Palm™ solution

These are followed by slides review the major technological elements in the solution:
• Palm™ handheld computer
• Synchronization 
• Enterprise Systems

Each element of the solution may be covered by several slides that may cover custom 
applications, add-on hardware, development tools, and data communications 
considerations.

Dynamic navigation



While running the slide show, you may click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left 
corner to return to the table of contents.  Or use the pop-up PowerPoint 
presentation menu that appears in the lower-left corner of the screen after one 
or two seconds.
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Gather Field Data
A Palm™ system provides a flexible way to gather accurate, timely field data.

The rapidly changing market for consumer electronics requires constant information on 
consumer habits and trends. Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly 
mobile workforce of merchandisers who travel to retail outlets across the country to gather 
information on SCEA’s products. The Palm™ system used by SCEA allows for managers 
to quickly create surveys to be distributed to all or part of the mobile workforce. The data 
collected is returned directly to a central database for the generation of report.
SCEA replaced an inefficient paper based system with a Palm™ application with easy to 
use screens for displaying a dozen different retail question types. Included in the surveys 
are inventory questions which can use the barcode scan engine built into the handheld 
computer. 
Managers can create and modify survey using an Administration application running on the 
server. Managers can specify user groups for different surveys, allowing them to tailor their 
information requests to different geographic regions and retail chains. 
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Gather Field Data — The Business Problem
SCEA needs critical retail information collected directly from the field.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly mobile workforce to travel 
around the country and gather detailed information on their retail products. The market for 
consumer electronics is very competitive and fast moving, and managers want to be able to 
locate and follow trends as soon as they emerge. Consumer tastes vary by region, so it is 
also required that the information gathered be tailored for different locations and retail 
chains. Lastly, the information gathered by the mobile workers must be accurate.
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Gather Field Data — The Old Workflow
The original system involved paper forms and manual data entry.

Originally the retail information was gathered with paper forms.
1 The central administrators send out new retail survey forms to their mobile 

workforce. They need to be able to handle the occasional lost forms and 
changing address information.

2 The merchandisers in the field complete the survey by hand. There is no way to 
ensure that they fill this out while actually visiting retail outlets.

3 The merchandisers sends the survey forms to the central administration. Even 
using express mail the trips through the main add a delay of a few days to the 
surveys. The central staff must open and record all the incoming forms. Missing 
or incomplete forms require contact with the merchandiser - adding more delays 
to the whole process.

4 The data is manually entered into the central database. Difficulties reading 
handwriting will lead to errors and more delays. Even at best the whole process 
takes time and requires the hiring of data entry people.
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Gather Field Data — The New Workflow
Mobile workers gather retail information as part of a Palm™ solution.

Palm™ handhelds replace paper forms for gathering critical data.
1 Managers create surveys on a central server. The surveys can be customized for 

select groups of workers, allowing the managers to target questions to specific 
locations and retail chains.

2 In the field the mobile workers read the questions on a custom Palm™ 
application and respond to them. The surveys can be set to include jumps - so 
that certain responses can skip over a few subsequent questions - speeding up 
the process of gathering information by skipping irrelevant details.

3 The users synchronize their Palm™ handheld computers with the central server. 
This sends their latest information back to the main database and gives them a 
new retail survey.

NOTE: An example of a “jump” mentioned above. Question 10 asks “Is the demo console 
unit working?”  If the workers answers Yes, the survey skips to Question 15 on a different 
topic, but if the worker answers No, then the survey runs through a series of questions 
intended to assist the worker in isolating the problem with the demo console.
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Gather Field Data — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ system enables rapid gathering of accurate information.

The Palm™ system allows SCEA to respond quickly to changes in the marketplace by 
gathering data quickly with a very flexible system of retail surveys for the mobile workers. 
The system if faster and more accurate than the older system based on paper forms.

The new system is superior because of:
• flexibility, the managers can create new retail surveys quickly and target them 

for a subset of workers in a specific region or retail chain.
• speed, by sending data directly to the central server during a synchronization the 

critical market data is obtained almost immediately after it is gathered. Likewise, 
synchronization greatly speeds the process of sending new surveys to the fields. 
The result is that market trends can be found quickly and easily.

• accuracy, the use of many pick-lists makes data entry quick and easy, but the 
Palm™ application includes built in checks to test against wildly inaccurate 
entries

• efficient, the new system eliminates a great deal of paper handling, including the 
manual entry of information from forms. All retail data is sent directly to a single 



database, making it easier to generate timely reports.
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the SCEA Merchandizing the 
deployed system consists of:
1  Handheld Computer

• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm™ handheld computer
• a Palm™ modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a SQL Server database
• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Computer
A Symbol device — a Palm™ handheld computer with a barcode scanner was chosen.

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm OS® platform over its competitors 
primarily on the strength of its battery life. Windows CE devices of comparable size do not 
have the power to remain active for the extended periods of time needed by the 
merchandisers. The ease of use was also an important consideration and the custom 
application developed for this system was designed to be easy to operate.
A Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner. Retail surveys included 
questions about inventory which could be quickly answered by scanning product barcodes. 
Barcode scanning is fully integrated in the hardware and software of the Symbol handheld. 
Software integration is critical as it removes any need for third party drivers or 
configuration difficulties. Programs written for a Symbol unit are like any other for the 
Palm OS®, but simply include special API calls to access data from the barcode unit.

NOTE: The Palm™ application includes questions about product inventories which can be 
answered by scanning barcodes. Symbol units have fully integrated the barcoding with the 
Palm OS® API, and survey questions can directly use barcode scans for data input.
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Handheld Hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm™ handheld computer to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm™ modem to make a direct connection to the 
central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers a great deal of freedom in 
choosing where to synchronize from without tying them down to a single PC or laptop 
proxy - the merchandisers simply need to locate a standard phone jack.
The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm™ handheld computer, which 
makes a RAS connection into a server running Windows NT. The merchandisers supply 
their standard passwords in order for the synchronization to commence.

NOTE: A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for small 
data sets.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ application includes a wide range of specialized question types.

The custom designed data gathering application on the Palm™ handheld computer includes 
questions of many different types including: Yes/No and multiple choice, as well as those 
requesting a number, currency, time, date, and text entry. Inventory questions tie directly 
into the built-in scan engine of the Symbol handheld computers allowing for the workers to 
scan products in response to those questions. The barcode reading ensures that the correct 
products have been counted, which can be a problem for a business where many items have 
similar names.
All of the many different question types were custom designed to maximize the utility of 
the application for SCEA’s mobile workforce.

NOTE: The application actually includes two types of inventory questions. They have the 
same form, but are tied to different data sets, one for large products and one for smaller 
Point-of-Purchase items.
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Handheld Application
Simple data integrity checks can be added to different questions.

The custom Palm™ application also includes some built in checks to protect the accuracy 
of the data. This is one advantage of creating different question types to look for number, 
text, or string input etc., as opposed to using fewer types which treat all inputs a like. The 
user’s inputs can be checked against a predetermined the range of acceptable answers to 
guard against obvious errors. For example, a question asking the the price on a pack of 
trading cards may only allow responses less than 10 dollars. This check is intended to 
prevent very large errors that might occur from user mistakes.
Questions can also be designated as “required.” Required questions must be answered for 
the application to complete. An example of a required question would be the name of the 
manager on duty during a visit by a retailer. This simple check helps ensure that the most 
critical information is answered.
Managers have the capability of setting the range of acceptable values and the required 
designation when they create a survey. This gives them yet more flexibility to ensure that 
they get the retail data they need.
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Handheld Application
The custom survey on the Palm™ includes branching questions.

The custom application on the Palm™ handheld computer also includes branching 
questions, where the answers lead to a different set of follow up questions. For example, a 
branching question may ask “Is the demo unit working?” If the user responses with a Yes 
then they are directed to the next set of questions, perhaps about product inventories. If, 
however, they respond “No” the survey will then display a series of questions about the 
broken demo unit. 
Managers can designate if a question will branch after being answered. This allows them to 
construct surveys which save user’s time by skipping over irrelevant details. 

NOTE: the example of a branching question mentioned in the text is NOT what is being 
illustrated above.
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Handheld Application
Multiple choice questions can lead to multiple branches.

The custom application also allows from branching from multiple choice questions. As 
shown in the example above, the option that the user selects determines which question 
appears next. This capability can allow managers to create questions which focus in on 
issues or products which they are not certain are relevant in each store. The alternative 
would be to include many questions which would just need to be skipped by users.

NOTE: Multiple choice questions and Yes/No questions do not have to branch. In some 
instances the answers all lead to the same follow-up questions.
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Handheld Application
The custom application is tightly integrated with the barcode scanner.

Symbol’s barcode scanning Palm™ handheld computers include a barcode scanning engine 
which is fully integrated into the Palm™ hardware and software. This allows the survey to 
include questions where the answer requires scanning. Typically these are product 
inventory questions which ask the user to scan the number of a specific product, or do a 
survey of a number of different products. The inclusion of the barcode scanner is a great 
aid to data accuracy since it makes the user’s job easier and also insures that the correct 
products are counted. The latter is of concern in an industry with a rapidly changing lineup 
of items, many of which have similar titles.

NOTE: This application was developed with Satellite Forms. Symbol freely distributes 
Satellite Forms extensions (native C modules which can be called from within a Satellite 
Forms application) that directly access the scan engine. It is also possible, of course, to 
develop a program natively in C using Symbol’s native libraries.
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of its Visual 
Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user interface. Once the 
system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own IT staff will be able to make 
additional changes and upgrades without having to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be integrated into 
the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the SCEA system extensions were 
used to read the Palm™’s internal identification number as an added security option as well 
as to use the barcode scanner.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the SCEA 
Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data exchange 
between the Palm™ and the back-end SQL Server database during a synchronization. The 
primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific database tables on the Palm™ 
handheld computer to specific tables within the SQL Server database. The conduit 
determines which user is synchronizing and supplies them with the appropriate 
information. For example, merchandisers in New York will only receive information on 
retail outlets in the North East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the Palm™ 
application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new field, such as a 
web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be able to work with multiple 
versions until all users have upgraded.

NOTE: Scout is now used as the core of Palm™  Inc.’s new server synchronization product 
HotSync® Server.
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Enterprise Systems — The Central Database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized into a single 
SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is used to store information 
gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities of items in different stores. Reporting 
done using this database then yields timely and accurate information for the companies 
marketing specialists. The main database also stores information that is sent back to the 
field, such as the addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly 
update and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Enterprise Systems — Database Systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm™ handheld computers is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is able to 
“speak” a database language that is understood by all the major vendors. This retains the 
flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems without having to rewrite the conduit 
or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the capability to 
change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit uses an ODBC (Open 
Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually send and receive information from 
the database. All major database vendors have products that will work with the ODBC 
standards. Therefore, the IT staff will be able to change the back-end database to something 
from Oracle, Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

NOTE: Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 
database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver expects.
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Enterprise Systems — Administration Program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the merchandisers 
themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is synchronized by only sending 
merchandisers records pertaining to retail outlets in their territories. The details of this sort 
of filtering is controlled by a custom designed Administration program running on the 
server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to establish different 
user groups and to move users between groups. The Administration program does this by 
making changes in special tables within the database. During a synchronization the conduit 
reads these table to determine which data a particular user gets.

NOTE: There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device management 
utilities of one sort or another.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Order Configuration
A Palm™ system is used by SCEA’s mobile worker to accept orders in the field.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly mobile team of merchandisers 
who travel to retail outlets across the country to gather critical marketing data on SCEA’s 
products. While visiting retail sites, the workers can collect product orders which are then 
sent directly back to the companies central server. 
SCEA’s Palm™ merchandizing application replaced a system based on paper forms. The 
Palm™ solution made it easy for workers to accurate record orders and, by eliminating the 
need for phone calls or mailings, allowed the information to be sent directly to SCEA’s 
central server.

NOTE: This SCEA system used modems for synchronization as a compromise between the 
volume of data (large in this case, mainly from other parts of the application) and mobility. 
Under different circumstances, an application that was primarily for order configuration 
might usefully employ a wireless solution.
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Order Configuration — The Business Problem
SCEA wants its mobile workers to be able to quickly and easily take orders.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America has a large force of mobile workers who travel 
directly to retail outlets selling SCEA’s products. One task of these workers is to take 
product orders directly from the retailers. SCEA wants to insure that this process is 
straightforward and does not require extensive training for the mobile workers. Taking 
orders should not impose a burden on the retailers either. But the information should be 
sent back and processed quickly.

NOTE: The mobile workers only take orders for small Point-of-Purchase items, such as 
cards and small figures. They do not take orders for the larger products such as games and 
consoles, which would require a more elaborate order configuration system.
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Order Configuration — The Old Workflow
The original system involved paper forms and manual data entry.

Originally, orders taken by merchandisers were submitted on paper. 
1 The central administrators send out new order forms to their mobile workforce. 

They need to be able to handle the occasional lost forms and changing address 
information.

2 The merchandisers in the field record orders from retailers by hand. There is no 
way to ensure that they fill this out while actually visiting retail outlets.

3 The merchandisers sends the orders back to the central administration. Even 
using express mail the trips through the mail add a delay of a few days. The 
central staff must open and record all the incoming forms. Missing or 
incomplete orders require contact with the merchandiser and retailer - adding 
more delays to the whole process.

4 The data is manually entered into the central database. Difficulties reading 
handwriting will lead to errors and more delays. Even at best the whole process 
takes time and requires the hiring of data entry people.
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Order Configuration — The New Workflow
The Palm™ solution is easier, more accurate and faster.

SCEA converted their mobile workforce to a Palm™ solution, based around a custom 
application on a Palm™ handheld computer and server synchronization. 

1 Workers in the field use their Palm™ applications to record order information 
from the retailers that they visit. The application stores details of available 
products greatly reducing some ordering mistakes.

2 The workers attach a Palm™ modem to their PDAs and synchronize directly 
into the central server. The products orders from each retail location can then be 
retrieved and the order processed. By sending the data directly to the server 
there is no need for manual data entry, making the process faster and eliminated 
a source for mistakes.
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Order Configuration — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ solution is easy to use, quickly sending the data to where its needed.

The SCEA Palm™ system allows a highly mobile workforce to gather order information 
quickly and easily while they visit retail locations. The orders are sent directly to a central 
server where they can be quickly processed.

Benefits include:
• ease of use, the Palm™ application contains a database of all available products, 

making it easy to add selections with a few taps of a stylus. The system does not 
require extensive training for the workers

• timely, the information is sent back to the central sever during each 
synchronization, thus eliminating any delays due to travel through the mail or by 
taking an order over the phone

• accuracy, orders do not have any ambiguity due to poor handwriting, and there is 
no need for data entry specialists to manually enter the information into the 
central server
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the SCEA Merchandizing the 
deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm™ handheld computer
• a Palm™ modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a SQL Server database



• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Hardware
A Symbol device — a Palm™ handheld computer with a barcode scanner was chosen.

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm™ platform over its competitors 
primarily on the strength of its battery life. Windows CE devices of comparable size do not 
have the power to remain active for the extended periods of time needed by the 
merchandisers. The ease of use was also an important consideration and the custom 
application developed for this system was designed to be easy to operate.

A Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner, which is used by other 
modules in this application.
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Handheld Hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm™ handheld computer to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm™ modem to make a direct connection to the 
central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers a great deal of freedom in 
choosing where to synchronize from without tying them down to a single PC or laptop 
proxy — the merchandisers simply need to locate a standard phone jack.

The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm™ handheld computer, which 
makes a RAS connection into a server running Windows NT. The merchandisers supply 
their standard passwords in order for the synchronization to commence.

NOTE: A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for small 
data sets.
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Handheld Application
Order information is collected with pick-lists on easy to use forms.

The custom Palm™ application includes a simple form for selecting products to be 
ordered. A series of three pick-lists filter through the built-in database of product 
information. By selecting the category in the first pick-list, only relevant sub-categories are 
available in the second. Finally, the item pick-list contains only products matching the 
selected category and subcategory, greatly reducing the number of products to select from. 
With only a small amount of practice a worker can quickly generate an order. A second 
screen contains a review of selected items for each retail location, where mistakes can be 
corrected or removed.
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Palm™ application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of its Visual 
Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user interface. Once the 
system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own IT staff will be able to make 
additional changes and upgrades without having to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be integrated into 
the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the SCEA system extensions were 
used to read the Palm™’s internal identification number as an added security option as well 
as to use the barcode scanner.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the SCEA 
Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data exchange 
between the Palm™ handheld and the back-end SQL Server database during a 
synchronization. The primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific database 
tables on the Palm™ handheld to specific tables within the SQL Server database. The 
conduit determines which user is synchronizing and supplies them with the appropriate 
information. For example, merchandisers in New York will only receive information on 
retail outlets in the North East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the Palm™ 
application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new field, such as a 
web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be able to work with multiple 
versions until all users have upgraded.

NOTE: Scout is now used as the core of Palm Inc.’s new server synchronization product 
HotSync® Server.
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Enterprise Systems — The Central Database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized into a single 
SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is used to store information 
gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities of items in different stores. Reporting 
done using this database then yields timely and accurate information for the companies 
marketing specialists. The main database also stores information that is sent back to the 
field, such as the addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly 
update and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Enterprise Systems — Database Systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm™ handheld computers is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is able to 
“speak” a database language that is understood by all the major vendors. This retains the 
flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems without having to rewrite the conduit 
or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the capability to 
change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit uses an ODBC (Open 
Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually send and receive information from 
the database. All major database vendors have products that will work with the ODBC 
standards. Therefore, the IT staff will be able to change the back-end database to something 
from Oracle, Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

NOTE: Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 
database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver expects.
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Enterprise Systems — Administration Program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the merchandisers 
themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is synchronized by only sending 
merchandisers records pertaining to retail outlets in their territories. The details of this sort 
of filtering is controlled by a custom designed Administration program running on the 
server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to establish different 
user groups and to move users between groups. The Administration program does this by 
making changes in special tables within the database. During a synchronization the conduit 
reads these table to determine which data a particular user gets.

NOTE: There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device management 
utilities of one sort or another.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Portable Database
A Palm™ system for a mobile sales team includes a portable product database.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly mobile team of merchandisers 
who travel to retail outlets gathering critical retail data on SCEA’s products. The Palm™ 
handheld computers carried by the workers include an extensive product catalog with the 
names, suggested prices, UPC barcode numbers and other information. The mobile workers 
take orders in the field for some of SCEA’s products, and the custom application on their 
handheld computers uses the database of products to determine the complete information. 
The main product database is also stored on the central server and can be updated by 
managers. This allows for changes and additions to be made which can be sent quickly and 
efficiently out to the mobile workers when they synchronize their Palm™ handhelds. 

NOTE: The SCEA System is primarily designed to gather retail data, and the workers only 
accept orders for smaller products. As such the order configuration system (and the 
database it uses) does not include more sophisticated elements like order tracking
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Portable Database — The Business Problem
SCEA needs a system that can be centrally managed and is easy in the field.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employees a mobile workforce to travel to retail 
locations across the country. These mobile workers need to be able to take orders directly 
in the field while they meet with retail managers. SCEA’s catalog of products and prices 
change rapidly and SCEA needs to ensure that they can quickly distribute updates to the 
mobile workforce. In the field, the mobile workers need to be able to access the catalog 
data easily so that orders can be taken efficiently.

NOTE: SCEA’s mobile workers only accept orders for small Point-of-Purchase items, and 
not for all of SCEA’s product line of games and consoles. For this reason an elaborate 
order tracking system has not been used. This simpler system might still be useful to 
enterprise customers who might which to deploy a simple prototype system before moving 
to a more complete order fulfillment and tracking solution.
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Portable Database — The Old Workflow
The original system was based around paper catalog listings.

Originally, SCEA compiled and distributed paper listings with their product lines.

1 Managers compile paper catalog listings with the current product line, UPC 
numbers and prices.

2 The paper catalogs are express mailed to the mobile workforce. This requires 
the hiring of workers to copy, collate, address, and mail all of the catalogs, as 
well as to maintain a current address list and be available to handle the 
occasional lost catalog.
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Portable Database — The New Workflow
The Palm™ system is centrally administered with catalogs quickly distributed.

The Palm™ system makes it easy to update a database of product information, putting the 
very latest catalog in the field. There is no need for workers to manually handle the 
distribution.

1 Managers update the product listings in a central database, either by adding new 
items, altering prices, or changing product categories.

2 Mobile workers synchronize their Palm™ handheld to the central server, 
receiving the latest catalogs after each update. Manager and workers can be 
confident that the very latest catalogs are being shown to retailers in the field.
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Portable Database — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ system allows for fast, accurate catalogs to be distributed.

The Palm™ system allows SCEA’s managers to quickly and easily update their database of 
product information from a central location. The updates are sent down to each mobile 
worker when the synchronize, ensuring that they have the very latest updates.

The Palm™ solution increased efficiency by:
• giving managers a single central location from which they can update the main 

database of product information,  the same database that is ultimately transferred 
to the field

• distribution of the product database during a synchronization greatly speeds up 
the time needed to put the catalog into the field

• distribution during synchronization eliminates the need for clerical workers to 
manually collate and mail the product catalogs

• the Palm™ application is able to quickly and efficiently display the database 
information, making it as fast, if not faster, than a paper catalog
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the SCEA Merchandizing the 
deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer 
• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm™ handheld computer
• a Palm™ modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a SQL Server database



• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Hardware
A Symbol device — a Palm™ handheld computer with a barcode scanner was chosen

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm OS® platform over its competitors 
primarily on the strength of its battery life. Windows CE devices of comparable size do not 
have the power to remain active for the extended periods of time needed by the 
merchandisers. The ease of use was also an important consideration and the custom 
application developed for this system was designed to be easy to operate.

Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner. The retail surveys that are the 
primary purpose of the SCEA Palm™ system include questions about product inventory 
which are answered by scanning product barcodes. For the built-in database discussed here, 
however, the barcode scan engine isn’t critical. 
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Handheld Hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm™ handheld to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm™ modem to make a direct connection to the 
central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers a great deal of freedom in 
choosing where to synchronize from without tying them down to a single PC or laptop 
proxy — the merchandisers simply need to locate a standard phone jack.
The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm™ handheld, which makes a 
RAS connection into a server running Windows NT. The merchandisers supply their 
standard passwords in order for the synchronization to commence.

NOTE: A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for small 
data sets.
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Handheld Application
This application uses the Palm OS® file system as a database.

The Palm OS® file system can be used for a simple database, with different records stored 
together. In this case each product is a single “record” containing several pieces of 
information such as price and UPC number. All of the records are stored as a single Palm™ 
database which is associated with the custom application. This is standard for Palm™ 
programs, for example the Memo and Address book applications have databases holding 
the information they display. The Palm OS® database API does not include any sort of 
complex query language such as SQL and a developer would have to create the code 
needed for sophisticated searching.

An alternative would be to use a third party Palm™ database engine, such as those 
available from IBM, Oracle, and Sybase. For this particular application, however, complex 
searches were not needed and so these third party options were not needed. In many other 
instances, of course, it may be very useful to include a more sophisticated database system 
on the handheld.
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Handheld Application
A Palm OS® database contains basic information about each record.

A Palm OS® database contains some basic information about each record in addition to the 
actual data. Each record can be assigned to a specific category, as is done with the standard 
PIM applications. Also, each record can be assigned an alternate sort order.
The database also stores information that is relevant to all the records, such as the name of 
the application which uses the data.

NOTE: This is only a subset of the information stored for each record. Also, the category is 
stored as an index (a number). The database as a whole stores the category name 
corresponding to each index.
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Handheld Application
Palm OS® databases can be quickly displayed in an alternate sort order.

Each record can also store an alternate sort order. In the example show here the default 
order shows each record alphabetically, with the alternative being a sort by category. This 
method is much faster than resorting the data, as can be seen in the standard Palm™ 
address book which can display entries by last name or company.

NOTE: This slide is intended to show that while the built-in Palm™ database does not 
have sophisticated query operations it does contain other useful features.
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Handheld Application
All the information stored with a native Palm™ database.

For those who want to know all of the details, this slide lists all the information stored with 
each record, and with an entire database. Applications can make use of these features to, 
for example, make some records private.

However to really understand what role these pieces of information play one should consult 
a programming book such as “Palm™ Programming: The Developer’s Guide” by Neil 
Rhodes and Julie McKeehan.
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Handheld Application
The custom Palm™ application makes it easy to display relevant data.

The custom Palm™ application simplifies the use of the product database by using filters 
to display subsets of data. Each product is classified into a category and subcategory, which 
are selected from pick-lists. Only items matching the selected category and subcategory are 
available in the Item pick-list. This makes it much faster for a user to locate a specific item 
as they do not need to scroll through the entire product database.

NOTE: The Satellite Forms scripting language includes built-in support for data filtering 
making it very easy to implement. It is not that difficult to supply the same functionality to a 
native C program, although it would need to be added by a developer.
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of its Visual 
Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user interface. Once the 
system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own IT staff will be able to make 
additional changes and upgrades without having to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be integrated into 
the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the SCEA system extensions were 
used to read the Palm™’s internal identification number as an added security option as well 
as to use the barcode scanner.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the SCEA 
Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data exchange 
between the Palm™ handheld and the back-end SQL Server database during a 
synchronization. The primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific database 
tables on the Palm™ handheld computer to specific tables within the SQL Server database. 
The conduit determines which user is synchronizing and supplies them with the appropriate 
information. For example, merchandisers in New York will only receive information on 
retail outlets in the North East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the Palm™ 
application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new field, such as a 
web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be able to work with multiple 
versions until all users have upgraded.

NOTE: Scout is now used as the core of Palm Inc.’s new server synchronization product 
HotSync® Server.
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Enterprise Systems — The Central Database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized into a single 
SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is used to store information 
gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities of items in different stores. Reporting 
done using this database then yields timely and accurate information for the companies 
marketing specialists. The main database also stores information that is sent back to the 
field, such as the addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly 
update and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Enterprise Systems — Database Systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm™ handheld computers is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is able to 
“speak” a database language that is understood by all the major vendors. This retains the 
flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems without having to rewrite the conduit 
or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the capability to 
change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit uses an ODBC (Open 
Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually send and receive information from 
the database. All major database vendors have products that will work with the ODBC 
standards. Therefore, the IT staff will be able to change the back-end database to something 
from Oracle, Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

NOTE: Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 
database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver expects.
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Enterprise Systems — Administration Program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the merchandisers 
themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is synchronized by only sending 
merchandisers records pertaining to retail outlets in their territories. The details of this sort 
of filtering is controlled by a custom designed Administration program running on the 
server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to establish different 
user groups and to move users between groups. The Administration program does this by 
making changes in special tables within the database. During a synchronization the conduit 
reads these table to determine which data a particular user gets.

NOTE: There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device management 
utilities of one sort or another.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Track Contacts
A Palm™ solution is used to share contact information, and integrate with orders

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employs a highly mobile workforce to travel 
across the country and visit retail outlets that sell SCEA’s products. Maintaining up-to-date 
contact information for the stores and their managers is extremely important. SCEA has 
deployed a Palm™ solution for their mobile workers that includes the contact information 
for stores. The information is quickly and easily accessible to SCEA’s mobile workers. 
Changes and additions can be made by the workers in the field, with the new contact data 
being sent directly back to a central server. From the server itself, managers can keep track 
of the master contact list to ensure that all of their workers have the latest information.

NOTE: This custom solution for contacts has two advantages over the built-in Palm™ 
Address Book: (1) managers can maintain a central master list of contacts without 
interfering with the user’s personal use of the Address Book, and (2) the contact 
information can be closely integrated with orders. In other circumstances enterprise clients 
might not feel that these advantages outweigh the expense of including the customization.
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Track Contacts — The Business Problem
SCEA needs its users to have the latest contact information, tied to order info

SCEA’s mobile workforce needs the latest contact information for the retail outlets and 
store managers that they visit. It is very important that there be a single, centrally located, 
master list with the latest contact information. Updated information, either correction of 
errors, changes in store managers, or the addition and removal of entire stores, must be 
incorporated rapidly into the master list. And to be useful, the master list must be 
distributed as quickly and efficiently as possible to the mobile workers. 
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Track Contacts — The Old Workflow
Originally SCEA used a paper based system and express mail delivery

The original system was paper based, with information sent to and from the field via 
express mail.

1 At headquarters the master list of contact information is kept and updated. Even 
when stored on a computer, much manual effort is needed to enter new 
information.

2 Updated lists are mailed to the workers in the field. Workers need to be hired to 
collate and mail all the envelopes and to deal with the occasional misplaced or 
lost information.

3 In the field workers use the contact information lists when they visit each retail 
outlet. When taking orders they manually enter the store’s contact information 
onto the paper forms.

4 New and updated contact information is sent back to headquarters along with 
any order forms. All this information must be manually entered into the central 
computer system.



NOTE: A potential source of error here is in the manual entering of data which 
also depends on reading a wide variety of handwriting, not all of it very neat.
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Track Contacts — The New Workflow
The Palm™ solution simplifies the workflow, reducing manual intervention

The Palm™ solution uses synchronization and a central server to maintain an up-to-date 
list of contacts.

1 Manager’s maintain the master list of contact information for all stores and 
store managers.

2 In the field the custom Palm™ application automatically links store contact 
information to an order taken by the mobile worker. Any new information noted 
by the worker can be easily added on the Palm™ program.

3 Synchronization ensures that the mobile worker receives the most recent contact 
lists, while sending any of their corrections back to the central server.
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Track Contacts — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ solution ensures that all workers have the same contact list

The Palm™ Solution ensures that the mobile workers all have access to the very latest 
contact list. The custom application automatically links order information with each store, 
preventing errors from manual entry.
The Palm™ solution’s contact information is easier to maintain by:

• allowing for central control over the master list by a few managers
• removing the need for manual data entry which can add errors
• synchronization sends corrections back to the field faster than mail
• the program on the Palm™ handheld automatically links store information to 

each order, removing the need for manual data entry
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the SCEA Merchandizing the 
deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm™ handheld
• a Palm™ modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a SQL Server database



• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Hardware
A Symbol device — a Palm™ handheld computer with a barcode scanner was chosen

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm OS® platform over its competitors 
primarily on the strength of its battery life. Windows CE devices of comparable size do not 
have the power to remain active for the extended periods of time needed by the 
merchandisers. The ease of use was also an important consideration and the custom 
application developed for this system was designed to be easy to operate.

Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner. The retail surveys that are the 
primary purpose of the SCEA Palm™ system include questions about product inventory 
which are answered by scanning product barcodes. For the built-in contact information 
discussed here, however, the barcode scan engine isn’t used.
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Handheld Hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm™ handheld to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm™ modem to make a direct connection to the 
central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers a great deal of freedom in 
choosing where to synchronize from without tying them down to a single PC or laptop 
proxy - the merchandisers simply need to locate a standard phone jack.
The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm™ device, which makes a RAS 
connection into a server running Windows NT. The merchandisers supply their standard 
passwords in order for the synchronization to commence.

NOTE: A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for small 
data sets.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ solution has an easy to access list of contact information

The custom Palm™ program used by SCEA is designed to quickly display the information 
needed by SCEA’s mobile workers. The program allows the mobile workers to quickly 
scan through a list of stores in their region and then to access the store’s address as well as 
the contact information for the store’s manager.
If the mobile user needs to update the listed information that can be easily done on the 
“Store Listing” and “Contact Listing” screens shown on this slide using Graffiti Power 
Writing software or the Palm™ handheld’s soft keyboard. Users can also add an entire new 
store by tapping on the New button shown on the “Store” screen. 
All changes are stored in a separate file that is sent back to the central server where 
managers can inspect them before placing needed changes into the master list.
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Handheld Application
The program has an active find, greatly speeding searching through the list

The custom Palm™ application includes an active find in the list of store contacts. The 
user selects one of the checkboxes and then begins to enter either a store number or store 
name in the find field. The program filters out all stores which do not match the find 
criteria as the user is entering the data, thus the list is constantly updated and the search 
narrowed making it easier to locate a specific store when confronted by a large list.
This functionality is used to speed the search for individual items from long lists, a task 
which could be quite tedious if the user had to scroll down. The active find makes it 
unnecessary to tap a “go” button and also serves to speed up the search.

NOTE: In detail the Satellite Forms application includes a “timer” object on this screen. 
Every half second the script associated with the timer is run, this compares the text entered 
in the find edit field with the lists and only displays stores which match. To the user the list 
changes with every change to the edit field, whether they are adding or subtracting 
characters. 
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ program automatically links orders to individual stores

The Palm™ application automatically tracks the retail outlet associated with all orders 
taken in the field by SCEA’s mobile workers. This eliminates the need to fill out this 
information on paper forms.
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of its Visual 
Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user interface. Once the 
system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own IT staff will be able to make 
additional changes and upgrades without having to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be integrated into 
the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the SCEA system extensions were 
used to read the Palm™’s internal identification number as an added security option as well 
as to use the barcode scanner.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the SCEA 
Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data exchange 
between the Palm™ and the back-end SQL Server database during a synchronization. The 
primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific database tables on the Palm™ 
handheld to specific tables within the SQL Server database. The conduit determines which 
user is synchronizing and supplies them with the appropriate information. For example, 
merchandisers in New York will only receive information on retail outlets in the North 
East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the Palm™ 
application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new field, such as a 
web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be able to work with multiple 
versions until all users have upgraded.

NOTE: Scout is now used as the core of Palm Inc.’s new server synchronization product 
HotSync® Server.
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Enterprise Systems — The Central Database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized into a single 
SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is used to store information 
gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities of items in different stores. Reporting 
done using this database then yields timely and accurate information for the companies 
marketing specialists. The main database also stores information that is sent back to the 
field, such as the addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly 
update and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Enterprise Systems — Database Systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm™ handheld computers is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is able to 
“speak” a database language that is understood by all the major vendors. This retains the 
flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems without having to rewrite the conduit 
or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the capability to 
change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit uses an ODBC (Open 
Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually send and receive information from 
the database. All major database vendors have products that will work with the ODBC 
standards. Therefore, the IT staff will be able to change the back-end database to something 
from Oracle, Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

NOTE: Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 
database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver expects.
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Enterprise Systems — Administration Program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the merchandisers 
themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is synchronized by only sending 
merchandisers records pertaining to retail outlets in their territories. The details of this sort 
of filtering is controlled by a custom designed Administration program running on the 
server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to establish different 
user groups and to move users between groups. The Administration program does this by 
making changes in special tables within the database. During a synchronization the conduit 
reads these table to determine which data a particular user gets.

NOTE: There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device management 
utilities of one sort or another.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Tracking Employee Time and Expense
A Palm™ system can keep accurate, timely records for a mobile work force.

Sony Corporation Entertainment America employs a highly mobile team of merchandisers 
who are constantly traveling to retail outlets to gather critical sales data on SCEA products. 
Time and mileage information is needed by SCEA to compensate their employees. As these 
expenses can be considerable it is important for both the company and the workers that the 
information be both accurate and current.

SCEA replaced an inefficient paper based system with a Palm™ application that includes 
easy to use screens for tracking time and mileage. The information is recorded by the 
merchandiser quickly and with less room for error than a handwritten sheet. The 
information is sent directly and automatically into the main corporate database when the 
users synchronize their Palm™ handhelds. This process is both simple and avoids the need 
to have an additional person read each form and manually enter data into the main 
database. The system is therefore accurate, timely, and efficient. 
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Tracking Time and Mileage — The Business Problem
SCEA needs to track a highly mobile worker without imposing new burdens.

Sony Computer Entertainment of America employees a highly mobile force of 
merchandisers who travel extensively to different retail outlets in order to get critical sales 
data on SCEA’s products. The merchandisers are compensated for the time they are on the 
road, so it is very important for them and the company that these records be accurate and 
timely.
The process for maintaining these records should not impose an undue burden on either the 
merchandisers or the IT staff. Training the employees in a complicated procedure would be 
expensive, time consuming, and distract them from the main purpose of their jobs. 
Likewise, the IT staff should be able to efficiently deal with the reports from all of the 
mobile workers in a single, centralized database.
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Tracking Time and Expense — The Old Workflow
The original system involved paper forms and manual data entry.

Originally, time and mileage for the merchandisers was tracked with paper. 
1 The central administrators send out new time and mileage forms to their mobile 

workforce. They need to be able to handle the occasional lost forms and 
changing address information.

2 The merchandisers in the field record their mileage and time by hand into the 
form. There is no way to ensure that they fill this out while actually visiting 
retail outlets.

3 The merchandisers sends the reports back to the central administration. Even 
using express mail the trips through the main add a delay of a few days to the 
reports. The central staff must open and record all the incoming forms. Missing 
or incomplete forms require contact with the merchandiser - adding more delays 
to the whole process.

4 The data is manually entered into the central database. Difficulties reading 
handwriting will lead to errors and more delays. Even at best the whole process 
takes time and requires the hiring of data entry people.
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Tracking Time and Expense — The New Workflow
A Palm™ solution has fewer steps, is faster, and has less manual intervention.

SCEA converted to a Palm™ solution, based around a custom application on the Palm™ 
handheld computer and a server synchronization solution that lets each merchandiser sync 
directly to a central server.

1 Merchandisers record their mileage on the handheld computer at the start of 
each sales call. The application prompts them for this information, insuring that 
they don’t forget. The application automatically records the time.

2 The merchandisers use a modem to synchronize their Palm™ handheld 
computers directly to a central server. The system reads the time and mileage 
information and places it directly into the appropriate corporate database. No 
manual intervention is needed by the IT staff, no data entry people are required, 
and little training extra training is needed for the merchandisers.

NOTE: The merchandisers must be trained to use the Palm™ handheld itself, the modem, 
and the application, but there is little extra that they need to know in order to properly 
record the time and mileage information.
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Tracking Time and Expense — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ system is faster and more accurate than the old paper system

The SCEA Palm™ systems allows mobile workers to quickly and accurately record their 
time and mileage and to easily send this information directly to a central database server. 

Data accuracy is improved by:
• use of a Palm™ application and stylus instead of paper to record mileage
• having the Palm™ handheld record the time before and after a store call
• removing the need for a data entry person

The entire system works information much faster by:
• eliminating the need to use express mail to send paper forms back and forth
• eliminating the need to manually enter data into the database

And with all this the deployed system is simple enough that little additional training is 
needed for the mobile workers.
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the SCEA 
Merchandizing the deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Symbol SPT-1500 or SPT-1700 barcode enabled Palm™ handheld computer
• a Palm™ modem to connect the handheld with the server
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• ScoutSync server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a SQL Server database



• a custom Administration program written in Visual Basic
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Handheld Hardware
A Symbol device — a Palm™ handheld computer with a barcode scanner was chosen.

The SCEA Merchandising system selected the Palm OS® platform over its competitors 
primarily on the strength of its batter life. Windows CE devices of comparable size do not 
have the power to remain active for the extended periods of time needed by the 
merchandisers. The ease of use was also an important consideration and the custom 
application developed for this system was designed to be easy to operate.
A Symbol unit was selected because of the barcode scanner. This is fully integrated in the 
hardware and software of the handheld computer. Software integration is critical as it 
removes any need for third party drivers or configuration difficulties. Programs written for 
a Symbol unit are like any other for the Palm OS®, but simply include special API calls to 
access data from the barcode unit.

NOTE: The barcoding feature, while critical for the total SCEA Merchandising system, 
isn’t needed for tracking Time and Mileage information.
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Handheld Hardware
A modem is used to connect the Palm™ handheld computer to the server

The SCEA Merchandising system uses a Palm™ modem to make a direct connection to the 
central server. The use of a modem gives the merchandisers a great deal of freedom in 
choosing where to synchronize from without tying them down to a single PC or laptop 
proxy — the merchandisers simply need to locate a standard phone jack.
The connection is made using the Scout client on the Palm™ handheld computer, which 
makes a RAS connection into a server running Windows NT. The merchandisers supply 
their standard passwords in order for the synchronization to commence.

NOTE: A wireless solution would not be a good option for this project because of the large 
amount of data being transferred during each synchronization. Wireless is best for small 
data sets.
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Handheld Application
The Time and Mileage information are recorded on easy to use forms

The Merchandizing application on the Palm™ handheld computer was custom written 
using the Satellite Forms scripting language. The forms for recording Time and Mileage 
are shown above.
Time is tracked automatically by the Palm™ handheld. The merchandisers select their 
work assignment before and after they finish a job. The Palm™ handheld computer records 
the start and end times, which can be shown on the Timesheets form (shown above). No 
direct intervention is needed by the merchandiser at all to store accurate on-job times.
The merchandiser manually enters the odometer reading into a Summary form (shown 
above). The application automatically does a simple data validation by making sure that 
the later odometer reading are larger than the initial ones.

NOTE: This part of the application shows only a very simple data validation procedure, 
more sophisticated checks can be used for other information.

“Forms” is the programming term for “screens.”
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application for the SCEA Merchandising system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen for the SCEA Merchandizing system because of its Visual 
Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make rapid changes to the user interface. Once the 
system is completed by an outside contractor SCEA’s own IT staff will be able to make 
additional changes and upgrades without having to learn the complete Palm OS® API.
Satellite Forms also allows for small native programming application to be integrated into 
the main program to supply additional capabilities. For the SCEA system extensions were 
used to read the Palm™’s internal identification number as an added security option as well 
as to use the barcode scanner.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
ScoutSync is used as the server synchronization solution.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the SCEA 
Merchandising system Scout was selected in order to allow for the greatest flexibility. 
A Scout conduit was written in Visual Basic to control the details of the data exchange 
between the Palm™ handheld and the back-end SQL Server database during a 
synchronization. The primary task of the conduit is to direct data from specific database 
tables on the Palm™ handheld computer to specific tables within the SQL Server database. 
The conduit determines which user is synchronizing and supplies them with the appropriate 
information. For example, merchandisers in New York will only receive information on 
retail outlets in the North East.
The conduit is also vital to maintaining version control. Newer versions of the Palm™ 
application can have slightly different data requirements (perhaps a new field, such as a 
web address, is added to a store contact). The conduit must be able to work with multiple 
versions until all users have upgraded.

NOTE: Scout is now used as the core of Palm Inc.’s new server synchronization product 
HotSync® Server.
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Enterprise Systems — The Central Database
The system uses a SQL Server database on the enterprise server

The information collected by the merchandisers is ultimately synchronized into a single 
SQL Server database running on the main server. The database is used to store information 
gathered from the field, such as prices and quantities of items in different stores. Reporting 
done using this database then yields timely and accurate information for the companies 
marketing specialists. The main database also stores information that is sent back to the 
field, such as the addresses of retail stores, allowing the central IT people to constantly 
update and add to critical data needed in the field.
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Enterprise Systems — Database Systems
The conduit uses ODBC, allowing for almost any database to be used

The information from the fleet of Palm™ handheld computers is sent back to a single 
database. By using a special layer of software commands the Scout conduit is able to 
“speak” a database language that is understood by all the major vendors. This retains the 
flexibility to change or upgrade the back-end systems without having to rewrite the conduit 
or make other drastic changes.
SCEA uses a SQL Server 6.5 database, although they wanted to retain the capability to 
change to a different solution in the future. The Scout conduit uses an ODBC (Open 
Database Connectivity) driver on the server to actually send and receive information from 
the database. All major database vendors have products that will work with the ODBC 
standards. Therefore, the IT staff will be able to change the back-end database to something 
from Oracle, Sybase, IBM, etc. with minimal effort.

NOTE: Be aware that it is possible that minor changes will be needed in case a new 
database does not operate exactly the way the current ODBC driver expects.
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Enterprise Systems — Administration Program
A custom administration program is used to modify synchronization details

The central database also stores information about the retail outlets and the merchandisers 
themselves. This data is used to filter the data that is synchronized by only sending 
merchandisers records pertaining to retail outlets in their territories. The details of this sort 
of filtering is controlled by a custom designed Administration program running on the 
server.
The Administration program used by this system allows an IT person to establish different 
user groups and to move users between groups. The Administration program does this by 
making changes in special tables within the database. During a synchronization the conduit 
reads these table to determine which data a particular user gets.

NOTE: There are other choices for device management that might be applicable in other 
situations. All the major synchronization products now ship with device management 
utilities of one sort or another.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Track Expenses
A Palm™ system to extend an ERP module that records business expenses.

PeopleSoft’s ERP package allows employers to track business expenses. Mobile workers 
can enter their expenses directly into a laptop running PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler. While 
convenient, even a light laptop does not have the mobility of a Palm™ handheld computer. 
With a Palm™ handheld computer workers can add their expenses in as soon as they occur, 
where ever they occur.

The Palm™ system developed for PeopleSoft ties directly into Expenses Traveler. The user 
adds their expenses on a Palm™ application that follows the form of the laptop program. A 
standard synchronization using HotSync® technology places all the information from the 
Palm™ handheld directly into the Expenses Traveler program. From here the laptop is used 
to send the information back to the central server.

This Palm™ system extends the reach of the laptop application without losing any of the 
functionality and power of the ERP module.
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Track Expenses — The Business Problem
PeopleSoft users want mobility and the benefits of ERP expense module.

PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler allows business travelers to record their expenses onto their 
own laptop. The laptop later is used to connect to an enterprise server where the business 
expenses are sent to the larger ERP package. Expenses Traveler is a valuable tool, yet it 
requires that the employee have access to a laptop. For many business events, such as a 
dinner meeting, it isn’t practical to carry or use a laptop, and business travelers need to 
remember to enter the expenses later.

PeopleSoft wanted to give their customers more mobility in tracking expenses without 
losing any of the functionality they have come to expect with Expenses Traveler on their 
laptops. The new system should not be intrusive or cumbersome and should work easily 
with the existing ERP modules.
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Track Expenses — The Old Workflow
The original system required the user to enter expenses into a laptop.

The original system depended on the worker entering their expense information into a 
laptop.

1 The worker goes on a trip, to a meeting or any event where business expenses 
are needed.

2 The worker enters their expense information into the laptop ERP module This 
must be done when the worker has access to the computer and often is later, 
sometimes much later than then event itself.

3 Later the information on the laptop is sent back to the full ERP package on the 
companies enterprise servers.

NOTE: It isn’t required that the Expenses Traveler module run on a laptop, any PC will do. 
In practice though since this is designed for mobile workers a laptop would be the obvious 
choice.
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Track Expenses — The New Workflow
The new system lets the worker record expenses as they occur.

The new system uses a Palm™ handheld computer to let the worker record the expenses 
practically anywhere.

1 The worker goes on a trip or to an event incurring some business expenses.
2 The worker updates their expense information on their Palm™ handheld 

computer. This can be at the restaurant, during a meeting, at the airport, or 
anywhere. The Palm™ handheld computer allows the worker to enter the 
information much more conveniently than the laptop.

3 The information on the Palm™ handheld computer is synchronized with the 
laptop, which later sends the expenses back to the enterprise server with the full 
ERP package.

NOTE: One can argue that this process adds a new step — the synchronization of the 
Palm™ to the laptop — but this is a very transparent and unobtrusive process as this 
application uses standard HotSync®.
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Track Expenses — The New Workflow
The new system gives the workers flexibility with no loss of benefits.

PeopleSoft wanted to allow their customers to be able to increase the utility of their 
Expenses Traveler module for recording business expenses. By adding a Palm™ extension 
workers can record expense information when it occurs making it more convenient for the 
worker, but without losing any of the information that ultimately ends up in the full ERP 
package.

Flexibility is increased by:
• allowing workers to enter their data on their Palm™ handheld computers, which 

are highly mobile, instead of waiting for a chance to use their laptop computers

Benefits remain high because:
• the program is easy to use, following the conventions of the larger Expenses 

Traveler, and so requires little additional training
• the information is sent directly into Expenses Traveler and then to the enterprise 

servers so that everything tracked in the old system is recorded
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The complete Palm™ system developed for PeopleSoft includes more than the handheld. 

1  Handheld Computer
• any Palm OS® platform handheld computer running Palm OS® 2.0 or higher
• a standard cradle  to connect the handheld with the proxy (laptop)
• a Palm™ application written in C with CodeWarrior

2  Synchronization
• HotSync® technology

3  Enterprise Systems
• PeopleSoft Expenses traveler running on a proxy (laptop)
• the full PeopleSoft ERP system on a central server
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Handheld Hardware
Any Palm OS® platform handheld computer running Palm OS® 2.0 or higher.

The PeopleSoft expenses application runs on any Palm OS® handheld computer running 
Palm OS® 2.0 or higher. This includes all of the latest models from Palm Inc. as well as 
from other vendors such as IBM and Handspring. Only the very earliest Palm™ handheld 
computers are excluded making the system accessible to almost all Palm™ users.
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Handheld Hardware
A cradle is used to connect the Palm™ handheld computer to the proxy.

The PeopleSoft expenses system uses the built-in HotSync® technology to synchronize 
expense information from the Palm™ handheld computer and the proxy computer. The 
user simply places the Palm™ handheld computer into the cradle and pushes the HotSync®

button.

NOTE: The nature of this application doesn’t warrant the use of a connection via wireless 
or a modem. These modes are best for data which must be sent back quickly. The expense 
information is not that time critical and a cradle is generally more reliable.
For other applications, of course, one would prefer a more sophisticated connection 
method to insure rapid delivery of data.
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Handheld Hardware
The proxy computer sends the information to the server.

The proxy computer running PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler handles the network 
connection to the central server. This system allows for many users, each with a Palm™-
Proxy setup, to coordinate their information into the full ERP system.
The advantage of server synchronization by proxy is that the benefits of server 
synchronization, such as centralized administration and sharing of data, are available but 
the Palm™ application and conduit does not have to handle the more complex aspects of 
server synchronization. The disadvantage is that the users need to have access to a laptop 
or other proxy device.

NOTE: This application uses HotSync® technology. This is not a requirement, and was used 
here to minimize the additional training needed for the users, and the additional cost for a 
third party synchronization solution.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ application follows the conventions of the larger PC program.

The expense application on the Palm™ handheld computer follows the conventions of 
PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler on a laptop. Users can group expenses, such as those 
associated with a single business trip, as an “expense sheet.” A series of pick lists and text 
fields let users include the critical details about the expense sheet. Within each of these 
expense sheets individual items are recorded as “expense line items.” After incurring an 
expense the user can quickly add the information about the expense line item.

NOTE: If someone finds the nomenclature or program flow unusual they should bear in 
mind that this follows the conventions used by PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler on a laptop. 
The idea is to make it easy for a user to move from the laptop application to the Palm™ 
one with minimal extra training.
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Handheld Application
Users can assign attendees to events, and edit the list of merchants.

The expense application on the Palm™ also allows users to assign attendees to different 
events. The users can also add or delete individuals from the overall list of attendees. 
Likewise users can edit the list of merchants, allowing them to be complete when filling 
out individual expense line items.

NOTE:“Attendees” are individuals that are present at an event. For example a business 
lunch with guests from different companies. These people would be listed as the event’s 
attendees.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ application was written in C using CodeWarrior.

The Palm™ application was written in C using the CodeWarrior IDE, available from Palm 
Inc. Writing native programs requires knowledge of C and the Palm OS® API, but gives 
the programmer almost total control over the program’s behavior. The resulting code is 
generally much faster than that produced with a scripting tool (e.g., Satellite Forms or 
PenDragon Forms), although it can take considerably longer to develop a native C 
application.

NOTE: Programmers who are experienced with C/C++ but have not developed for the 
Palm OS® platform will still need to spend time learning the details of the Palm OS® API 
before becoming proficient. Programmers who are less experienced, or are more familiar 
with tools such as Visual Basic may find a much steeper learning curve.
Scripting tools, such as Satellite Forms, are easier to master although can be come 
cumbersome with large or complex projects.
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Synchronization Software
HotSync® technology is used for data synchronization.

There are a wide variety of server synchronization products and approaches. For the 
PeopleSoft system a HotSync® conduit was written. This conduit is controlled by the 
HotSync® manager which also calls the built-in PIM applications. Users do not even have 
to be aware of this new software. Simply by placing their Palm™ handheld computer in a 
cradle and pushing the HotSync® button will synchronize the expense information along 
with the PIM data. 
This method was selected to keep the use of the application as simple as possible. Once a 
user understands how to do a standard HotSync® they do not very much additional 
instruction in order to synchronize their expenses.

NOTE: HotSync® is a single-user synchronization solution. It could be used in this 
example because the proxy computer is handling all of the network and multi-user aspects 
of the synchronization back to the enterprise server.
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Enterprise Systems
The proxy computer must be running PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler.

The Palm™ system requires that PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler is installed and running on 
the proxy device. This is the same application that was used, and still can be used, to record 
expenses without a Palm™ handheld. The Palm™ system developed for PeopleSoft sends 
data directly to the laptop application without altering its normal behavior. This helps to 
minimize the extra IT support needed to get the Palm™ extension up and running.

NOTE: As of January 2000, the Palm™ application requires PeopleSoft Expenses Traveler 
version 7.5.3. During the spring of 2000 it is expected that a version compatible with 
PeopleSoft version 8 will be released.
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Synchronization Software
The enterprise servers run the full PeopleSoft  package.

The proxy laptop sends the expense information to the enterprise servers running the full 
ERP package. The Palm™ system here does not alter this at all, eliminating the need to 
make changes on the servers to accommodate the Palm™ system. This is no accident., the 
Palm™ application and conduit were developed to work with an existing PeopleSoft 
application with few if any changes.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Replace Paper Forms
A Palm™ system for efficiently accessing and updating complex records.

The New York State Division of Parole employees officers to monitor parolees. The 
officers need to have quick access to case files, be able to update their status reports and 
have all the data stored in a central repository. A Palm™ solution gives the officers the 
information they need in a convenient, easy to carry package.
The Palm™ solution developed for the Division of Parole includes a custom PDA 
application that allows the officers to quickly access all the information about their 
parolees that had previously been available in paper form. Officers can quickly update 
these details and, after synchronization, send the data to a central server running Lotus 
Domino.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Business Problem
Parole officers need up to date case files that are easy to access in the field

The New York State Division of Parole sends officers into the field to monitor parolees. 
The officers need to be able to quickly access the case histories of their “clients” and be 
able to update the information and record the results of new visits. The updated records 
need to also be transferred to a central repository where they can be stored and accessed by 
other law enforcement personnel. 

NOTE: While it is possible to get special hardened cases for Palm™ handheld computers 
this option was not adopted by the Division of Parole.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Old Workflow
The original system used legacy computers and paper forms

Originally the New York State Division of Parole used legacy systems and paper forms.
1 The central store of Parolee records is stored on legacy systems. 
2 Reports and case histories are printed out and placed into folders. Parole 

officers take the paper copies of their case load into the field. New reports and 
updates are manually entered onto the forms. Bad handwriting and incomplete 
forms hamper the usefulness of this information.

3 Information that needs to be placed into the legacy system is entered manually. 
This task requires either the hiring of a data entry specialist or for the Parole 
officer to spend time updating the computer records.
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Replace Paper Forms — The New Workflow
The Palm™ system allows for easy access to up-to-date records

The new system is centered on Palm™ handheld computers and a Lotus Domino server.
1 Parolee records are stored on a Lotus Domino server where the information can 

be securely shared.
2 Parole officers in the fields use their Palm™ handhelds when visiting with 

parolees. With a few taps of a stylus they have access to the latest information. 
Updates and new reports are quickly added and stored.

3 Parole officers synchronize their handheld computers, sending new information 
back to the server. The Palm™ handheld computers receive the latest case 
history for the parolees assigned to each Parole officer.

NOTE: The Palm™ application is designed to follow much of the format and notation used 
in the paper system. This reduces the training burden.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ solution gives Parole officers easy access to up-to-date case histories

The New York State Division of Parole’s Palm™ solution allows Parole officers to have 
convenient access to the case files of their parolees while in the field, while also making it 
easy to update the records and have the new information sent back to a central server.

The new system is more convenient because:
• the Palm™ handheld computer contains all the case files that previously were 

contained in folders and files
• only a few taps of a stylus are needed to access all the information, no riffling 

through papers is needed
• the Palm™ handheld computer is easy to read, there is no danger of paper with 

poor handwriting
• information is transferred back to the Lotus server during a synchronization, 

making it unnecessary for the Parole officers to manually enter updates
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the New York State Division 
of Parole the deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Palm™ III handheld computer
• a Palm™ application written in C with CodeWarrior

2  Synchronization
• Mobile Connect server synchronization software

3  Enterprise Systems
• a Lotus Notes groupware system



NOTE: Mobile Connect is IBM’s name for their version of XTNDConnect from 
Extended Systems (formerly called ASL-Connect, from Advance Systems). 
These are all the same product.
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Handheld Hardware
IBM Workpads, equivalent to Palm™ III and Palm™ V handheld computers were selected.

The ease of use and superior battery life of the Palm OS® platform made it the choice over 
competing platforms. Windows CE devices of comparable size have a significantly shorter 
battery life. Parole officers cannot afford to worry about battery power at the end of a long 
shift. 

NOTE: The system was deployed through IBM, hence the use of IBM Workpads, and 
Mobile Connect, IBM’s version of XTNDConnect.
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Handheld Hardware
A cradle is used to connect the Palm™ handheld computer to the server

Synchronization was carried out using serial cradles. This option was selected since data 
needed to be synchronized occasionally, not more than once per day.

NOTE: Cradle synchronization has the advantage of being faster and generally more 
reliable than via a modem or wireless. It is ideal for situations where the user does not 
need to report directly from the field, or needs to transfer a large amount of information.
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Handheld Application
The custom Palm™ application gives fast access to extensive case histories

The custom program used on the Division of Parole’s Palm™ handhelds is designed to 
allow for quick access to the information while following the conventions and terminology 
that Parole officers are used to. 
This slide shows how a Parole officer can quickly scan through the list of Parolees and 
then, with a tap of the stylus view a summary of information about an individual parolee. 
They can then quickly scan the list of entries and meetings for that parolee, or other 
information such as their place of residence. With only a modest amount of practice an 
officer can access all the information they needed to carry in a brief case quickly and 
efficiently.

NOTE: The terminology used on these screens is familiar to the Parole officers, even if it 
looks opaque to “civilians.”
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ program makes it easy for Parole officers to update in the field

The custom Palm™ program used by the Parole officers allows them to update reports in 
the field, while they are in contact with their parolees. The program is designed to make 
data entry straightforward and fast.
For example, if the Parole officer initiates a new contact with the parolee, either in person 
or on the phone, the “Case Contact New” screen shown on this slide allows them to quickly 
add basic information. Where possible, the Case Contact New screen uses pick-lists, date 
boxes, and time boxes to speed entry of information. 
In other instances, such as with the “Additional View” screen shown on the right of this 
slide, the Parole Officer can tap the screen to enter information using Graffiti power 
writing software or the on-screen keyboard.

NOTE: Some novice users are intimidated Graffiti, and it worth mentioning that the on-
screen keyboard can be used instead. This application, like most Palm™ programs, tries to 
use as many data options as possible to avoid the need for pure text input.
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Handheld Application
The custom Palm™ program uses non-linear flow to fit the Parole officer’s need.

The custom Palm™ program used by the Parole officers is designed to be used in a non-
linear fashion. In other words, the Parole officers can move through the options in the order 
they choose and are not forced to go through a long list of screens which may not be 
relevant.
In the example shown on this slide, the Parole officer can move from the “Parolee Menu” 
screen to one of six different sets of screens. Two of these options, the “Additional View” 
and “Employment View” are shown. 
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ application was written in C using CodeWarrior.

The Palm™ application was written in C using the CodeWarrior IDE, available from 
Palm™ Computing. Writing native programs requires knowledge of C and the Palm OS®

API, but gives the programmer almost total control over the program’s behavior. The 
resulting code is generally much faster than that produced with a scripting tool (e.g., 
Satellite Forms or PenDragon Forms), although it can take considerably longer to develop 
a native C application.

NOTE: Programmers who are experienced with C/C++ but have not developed for the 
Palm OS® platform will still need to spend time learning the details of the Palm OS® API 
before becoming proficient. Programmers who are less experienced, or are more familiar 
with tools such as Visual Basic may find a much steeper learning curve.
Scripting tools, such as Satellite Forms, are easier to master although can be come 
cumbersome with large or complex projects.
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Synchronization Software
Mobile Connect is used for data synchronization.

The Division of Parole solution uses IBM’s Mobile Connect software for data 
synchronization. Mobile Connect is a server synchronization product, allowing multiple 
users to synchronize at the same time, and runs on the server. 

NOTE: Mobile Connect is IBM’s version of XTNDConnect from Extended Systems, 
formally known as ASL-Connect from Advance Systems. Despite all the names they 
represent only one software product.
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Synchronization Software
Mobile Connect can be configured from the server.

The administration program for Mobile Connect allows an administrator to determine the 
specifics details about how data is transferred between the Palm™ handheld computers and 
the server. This allows the administrator to send only select case files to individual Parole 
officers. 

NOTE: Mobile Connect can be used for user administration, by organizing users into 
groups each with their own set of rules and data sources. There are a number of built-in 
data transaction rules that can be assigned, and these can be further expanded with 
scripting.

Mobile Connect also logs connection information and errors.
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Enterprise Systems
Synchronize into a Lotus Notes backend system

The Division of Parole system connects to a Lotus Domino server where the information 
on parolees can be shared between users. 

NOTE: Mobile Connect can be used to connect to many data sources on the back-end, such 
as IBM, Oracle, Sybase, and Microsoft databases. Lotus is simply the choice of the 
Division of Parole.
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Replace Paper Forms
A Palm™ system is ideal for replacing cumbersome paper forms.

Outreach Health Services provides in-home health care services to elderly and low income 
patients. Maintaining accurate medical records is of critical importance. Case workers need 
to have accurate information when they meet with a patient, and the updated data that they 
gather must be placed back in the companies’ centralized medical system as quickly and 
accurately as possible.

Outreach Health Services replaced a system based around paper files and medical forms 
with a Palm™ system. The Palm™ application is designed to allow case workers easy 
access to the necessary case history, while also allowing them to include new information 
quickly and accurately. The Palm™ handheld computers are synchronized back into a 
central server at the end of each day where the updated medical information is transferred 
back into the central medical system. This easy to use system increases the speed and 
accuracy with which critical information is sent back and forth from the field.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Business Problem
Outreach needs a system that is timely, accurate, without adding new burdens.

Medical data and patient records must be accurate and up to date. Much of the information 
is gathered by case workers while they are visiting with patients.. It is also critical that the 
information be returned quickly to the central computer, for insurance purposes and also 
for tracking of medical supplies.
This process for maintaining these records should not impose a distracting burden on the 
health care worker from their main task of providing assistance. Likewise the system 
should not be difficult or expensive to administer.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Old Workflow
The original system involved cumbersome papers forms and files.

Originally, the medical workers used case files filled with paper forms. 
1 At the start of each shift the worker would gather the needed files and then carry 

them along on their patient visits. They needed to be able to deal with the 
occasional lost or misplaced form.

2 The workers would need to record on papers forms any medicines or supplies 
that were used during the visit. 

3 The workers update the patient’s medical records on a different set of forms. 
Filling out all of the information can be a rushed process, increasing the chance 
of hard to read handwriting and other mistakes.

4 At the end of the shift the files and updated forms were returned where a data 
entry person would read the handwritten records and manually enter the new 
information into their medical software system. The data entry personnel  have 
to be trained to understand the forms. 
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Replace Paper Forms — The New Workflow
The Palm™ solution is faster, more cost effective and less prone to error.

Outreach Health Services used a Palm™ solution to replace their paper based forms. Each 
health worker was given a Palm™ handheld loaded with a custom application and which 
can be synchronized to a server holding the centralized medical records.

1 At the beginning of each shift a worker is given a Palm™ handheld computer 
that has been synchronized with a central server. The Palm™ handheld 
computer is loaded with the day’s case load.

2 The mobile worker uses the Palm™ handheld computer while visiting with 
patients. Accurate tracking of medical supplies is easy. 

3 The health care worker also easily updates the medical records. Viewing the 
information on the screen makes it much easier to check for obvious mistakes. 

4 At the end of the shift the new information is transferred back to the central 
server when the Palm™ handheld computer is synchronized. This is much faster 
and accurate than before and does not require a data entry specialist.
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Replace Paper Forms — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ system makes data entry more accurate and more efficient.

The Palm™ system that was used by Outreach Health Services made it easier for mobile 
health care workers to gather accurate information without interfering with their jobs.
Data accuracy was improved by:

• the use of a Palm™ application instead of handwritten paper forms
• removing the need for a data entry person who must read the forms
• removing the need for the worker to manually gather their daily case files
• The entire system was more efficient by:
• data is sent directly into the system, no manual data entry is needed

These improvements were all done using a simple Palm™ application requiring little 
additional training for the mobile workers.
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For Outreach Health 
Services  the deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Palm™ Professional or Palm™ III
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• the built-in HotSync® technology

3  Enterprise Systems
• a medical database
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Handheld Hardware
Palm™ Professional and Palm™ III handheld computers were selected.

The ease of use and superior battery life of the Palm OS® platform made it the choice over 
competing platforms. Windows CE devices of comparable size have a significantly shorter 
battery life. Health care workers cannot afford to worry about battery power at the end of a 
long shift. 
Synchronization was carried out using serial cradles. This option was selected since data 
needed to be exchanged only once per day and the mobile workers return to their office 
during shift changes.

NOTE: Cradle synchronization has the advantage of being faster and generally more 
reliable than via a modem or wireless. It is ideal for situations where the user does not 
need to report directly from the field, or needs to transfer a large amount of information.
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Handheld Application
A custom application on the Palm™ handheld computer covers a variety of uses.

The custom application developed for Outreach Health Services was able to reproduce all 
the vital information that had previously been gathered by paper forms — including patient 
signatures (see the signature capture screen above). The program relied heavily on screens 
with lists (see the employee tracking screen) and pick-lists (like the asset tracking screen) 
as well as large buttons (the patient information screen) to make it both straightforward and 
fast for workers to use their stylus to move through the applications. Where free form data 
needed to be added or changed (see the patient information screen) the application used the 
built in Graffiti power-writing software.

NOTE: Some users are very apprehensive about learning Graffiti and most applications 
can be designed to minimize its use. Pick-lists can be written to include common phrases 
and actions. In some cases, however,  such as entering names this isn’t possible. Users can 
use the software keyboard, or a third party product like Jot. While requiring essentially no 
training these two options are (for most people) slower than Graffiti.
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Handheld Application
A custom application is accurate and easy to use.

The Palm™ application relies heavily on screens with lists and pick-lists to make data 
entry with the stylus as easy as possible. The screens shown here are an example of how a 
user can open a pick-list, select an item and then using simple Graffiti or the software 
keyboard fill in an amount. The instant feedback of seeing the choices on the screen — as 
opposed to handwriting on a paper form — makes it easy to identify and correct simple 
input errors.

NOTE: More elaborate programs can make this even easier by including pick-lists for 
entering numbers. Also it is possible to include code that checks values after entry, for 
example making sure that the number of items used doesn’t exceed the maximum number 
available to one of the health care workers.
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Handheld Computer — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application for the Outreach Health Services system was written using the 
Satellite Forms development environment, from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a 
scripting language with an easy to use tool for quickly creating the user interface for a 
Palm™ form. Satellite Forms was chosen for because of its Visual Basic-like ease of use, 
and ability to rapidly develop applications. 
If an application needs to go beyond the core functionality of Satellite Forms it is possible 
to write native C/C++ “extensions” which can then be used within a scripted applications. 
Satellite Forms extensions have been written for printing, extensive graphics, and 
sophisticated communications purposes.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
HotSync® technology was used to synchronize the Palm™ handheld computers.

The Palm™ solution used the built-in HotSync® technology to synchronize the Palm™ 
data tables with an Access database on a PC. Satellite Forms includes a conduit which will 
link a Satellite Forms application to an Access database, so little additional work was 
needed to make this connection. By using HotSync® technology the application remains 
very simple to use, with the users simply placing the handheld computers in a cradle and 
pressing the cradle’s button. Any PIM data on the Palm™ handheld computer is also 
synchronized at the same time with the Palm™ Desktop, so there is no need to use a 
separate process to synchronize the custom data.

NOTE: HotSync® is NOT a server based solution — only one user can synchronize with the 
PC at a time. This is fine for situations like this one, where the number of users is relatively 
small (in this case about two dozen) and the time for each synchronization is not too large.
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Enterprise Systems
The Palm™ system synchronizes data with an Access database on the PC.

Satellite Forms is supplied with a conduit that will synchronize tables on a Palm™ 
handheld computer with an Access database. For this system the data tables used by the 
Palm™ application keep track of medical supplies and patient information. When the user 
synchronizes with a PC the latest information is updated in the PC database. The IT staff 
can then use Access directly to create reports, or they can use other programs which can 
read/write from the Access database.

NOTE: Access is generally used by small business and other users that do not need the full 
power of a more sophisticated database. The advantage here is that Access works easily 
with Satellite Forms making it possible to quickly create a complete solution. The latest 
version of Satellite Forms includes support for ODBC, making it possible to directly link to 
higher end databases. And one can create a custom conduit or use other solutions to take 
advantage of enterprise-level database systems.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Track Inventory
A simple Palm™ system for tracking deliveries.

The Girl Scouts of America have an informal set of workers who deliver cookies to 
different locations. A custom Palm™ application records the number of boxes of each type 
of cookie dropped off at different locations. The program also stores the contact 
information for each location and includes signature capture for each delivery. The 
information is easily sent into a central Access database using the built-in HotSync®

technology. The entire application is designed to be very easy to use and does not require 
any significant training. The use of HotSync® technology and an Access database allows 
the system to run without a complex infrastructure.

NOTE: This system uses HotSync® and so is NOT a server based synchronization solution. 
This is viable for small deployments or situations where more than one person does not 
need to synchronize at the same time. For an enterprise client this might be worth 
exploring for a test deployment before committing to a more extensive system.
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Track Inventory — The Business Problem
The Girls Scouts need an easy to use, easy to maintain tracking system.

The Girl Scouts depend heavily on volunteer workers and so do not want an inventory 
system that is difficult to use or maintain. Not only should the system be easy to use in the 
field, but there should only be minimal maintenance necessary to operate a central PC. The 
system should run well on a modest PC and still be able to generate up to date inventory 
reports.
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Track Inventory — The Old Workflow
The original system depended on paper forms.

The Girl Scouts originally used a system based around paper forms.
1 Local volunteers deliver boxes of cookies to different locations.
2 At each location a local representative completes a form with the number of 

each type of cookie delivered. The form is then signed.
3 The local volunteer returns the form back to the central location.
4 At the central headquarters all the forms from the field are collected and stored. 

Reports are generated by hand by going through and tallying up the number on 
individual reports.
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Track Inventory — The New Workflow
The Palm™ system simplifies both data gathering and report generation.

The Girl Scouts converted to a Palm™ solution that was designed to be easy to use both for 
the workers in the field and for those running a central PC.

1 Local volunteers deliver cookies to different locations.
2 During the delivery the local representative completes the inventory on the 

Palm™ application, including their signature.
3 After all the deliveries are made the volunteer synchronizes their Palm™ 

handheld computer to a PC using a serial cradle and HotSync® technology. The 
data from the day’s deliveries is transferred quickly and seamlessly into an 
Access database.

4 Other Girl Scout volunteers use the Access database on their PC to quickly 
generate reports and inventory lists.
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Track Inventory — The Business Benefits
The Palm™ solution quickly tracks inventory and is easy to use.

The Girl Scouts adopted a Palm™ solution to record deliveries of cookies and transfer the 
information back to a PC. The Palm™ solution is easy to use for both the workers in the 
field and those using the central PC, and extensive training is not required.
The system is easy to use because of:

• the Palm™ application uses lists and can be easily navigated with a few stylus 
taps

• the Palm™ handheld computer is easier to carry than a stack of papers 
synchronization is done using built-in HotSync® technology and a serial cradle

• the data is sent to an Access database, standard with most PCs using MS Office
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The Palm™ Solution
A complete enterprise Palm™ solution is more than just the handheld

The power of a successful Palm™ solution for the enterprise lies in the tight integration of 
the handheld handheld computers with the corporate infrastructure. For the Girl Scout 
inventory application the deployed system consists of:

1  Handheld Computer
• a Palm™ handheld, such as a Palm™ III or Palm™ Professional
• a Palm™ cradle for synchronization
• a Palm™ application written in the Satellite Forms scripting language

2  Synchronization
• HotSync® technology using the Satellite Forms conduit

3  Enterprise Systems
• MS Access database
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Handheld Hardware
Palm™ Professional and Palm™ III handheld computers were selected.

The ease of use and superior battery life of the Palm OS® platform made it the choice over 
competing platforms. Windows CE devices of comparable size have a significantly shorter 
battery life. Health care workers cannot afford to worry about battery power at the end of a 
long shift. 
Synchronization was carried out using serial cradles. This option was selected since data 
needed to be synchronized occasionally, not more than once per day.

NOTE: Cradle synchronization has the advantage of being faster and generally more 
reliable than via a modem or wireless. It is ideal for situations where the user does not 
need to report directly from the field, or needs to transfer a large amount of information.
For the Girl Scout application cradle synchronization also has the advantage of being the 
simplest method, especially when combined with HotSync®.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ application is designed to be easy to use

The custom Palm™ application was designed to be easy to use. Contact information about 
delivery sites is displayed on a simple screen and can be edited using graffiti or the soft 
keyboards. Other information is displayed in lists which can be scrolled using a stylus or 
hard buttons on the handheld computer.

NOTE: None of this is very revolutionary, but this is deliberate. This custom application 
was designed to capitalize on the familiar Palm™ conventions. Palm Inc. has detailed user 
interface guidelines to assist software developers in creating an interface that is consistent 
with other Palm™ applications. While it is not always possible to be totally consistent, if 
the user is already familiar with the expected behavior it makes it much easier for them to 
learn a new program.
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Handheld Application
The Palm™ program also allows for signature capture.

The Palm™ application is also used to record signatures. Signature capture is very 
important for a successful replacement of many paper based systems with a Palm™ 
solution. The Girl Scouts application records signatures directly on the main screen of the 
Palm™ handheld computer — you do not need to write in the Graffiti area. The signature 
is stored as a binary file which is transferred to the Access database on the PC during a 
synchronization. 
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Handheld Application — The Development Environment
The Satellite Forms scripting language was used to develop the Palm™ program

The Palm™ application was written using the Satellite Forms development environment, 
from Puma Technologies. Satellite Forms is a scripting language with an easy to use tool 
for quickly creating the user interface for a Palm™ form.
Satellite Forms was chosen because of its Visual Basic-like ease of use, and ability to make 
rapidly develop a user interface. 
Satellite Forms also comes with a conduit which runs under the built-in HotSync® manager 
to connect data tables on the Palm™ handheld computer with an Access database on the 
PC. The Satellite Forms conduit was used for this application.

NOTE: Applications written in scripting languages like Satellite Forms are slower than 
those developed from a native C/C++ compiler like CodeWarrior. The trade off is that 
more time and specialized expertise is needed for the latter.
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Synchronization Software
HotSync® technology was used to synchronize the Palm™ handheld computers.

The Palm™ solution used the built-in HotSync® technology to synchronize the Palm™ 
data tables with an Access database on a PC. Satellite Forms includes a conduit which will 
link a Satellite Forms application to an Access database, so little additional work was 
needed to make this connection. By using HotSync® technology the application remains 
very simple to use, with the users simply placing the handheld computers in a cradle and 
pressing the cradle’s button. Any PIM data on the Palm™ handheld computer is also 
synchronized at the same time with the Palm™ Desktop, so there is no need to use a 
separate process to synchronize the custom data.

NOTE: HotSync® is NOT a server based solution — only one user can synchronize with the 
PC at a time. This is fine for situations like this one, where the number of users is relatively 
small (in this case about two dozen) and the time for each synchronization is not too large.
If the Palm™ data is to synchronize with a different program, such as a more sophisticated 
database, it is possible to create a custom conduit. This requires knowledge of C/C++ on a 
PC.
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Enterprise Systems
The Palm™ system synchronizes data with an Access database on the PC.

Satellite Forms is supplied with a conduit that will synchronize tables on a Palm™ device 
with an Access database. For this system the data tables used by the Palm™ application 
keep track of cookie deliveries. When the user synchronizes with a PC the latest 
information is updated in the PC database. The GSA staff can then use Access directly to 
create reports, or they can use other programs which can read/write from the Access 
database.

NOTE: Access is generally used by small business and other users that do not need the full 
power of a more sophisticated database. The advantage here is that Access works easily 
with Satellite Forms making it possible to quickly create a complete solution. 
The built-in conduit will connect to any ODBC compliant database that supports the 
dBASE 5 format. This includes MC Access, FoxPro and FileMaker Pro. 
The latest version of Satellite Forms (Enterprise Edition) includes direct support for 
ODBC, making it possible to directly link to higher end databases.
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Please click on the Palm™ logo in the top-left corner to return to the main 
menu.
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Thank you!

Any questions?
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